The "trilobite" type of molecule, predicted in 2000 and observed experimentally in 2015, arises when a Rydberg electron exerts a weak attractive force on a neutral ground state atom. Such molecules have bond lengths exceeding 100 nm. The ultra-long-range chemical bond between the two atoms is a nonperturbative linear combination of the many degenerate electronic states associated with high principal quantum numbers, and the resulting electron probability distribution closely resembles a fossil trilobite from antiquity. We show how to coherently engineer this same long-range orbital through a sequence of electric and magnetic field pulses even when the ground state atom is not present, and propose several methods to observe the resulting orbital. The existence of such a ghost chemical bond in which an electron reaches out from one atom to a nonexistent second atom is a consequence of the high level degeneracy.
The "trilobite" type of molecule, predicted in 2000 and observed experimentally in 2015, arises when a Rydberg electron exerts a weak attractive force on a neutral ground state atom. Such molecules have bond lengths exceeding 100 nm. The ultra-long-range chemical bond between the two atoms is a nonperturbative linear combination of the many degenerate electronic states associated with high principal quantum numbers, and the resulting electron probability distribution closely resembles a fossil trilobite from antiquity. We show how to coherently engineer this same long-range orbital through a sequence of electric and magnetic field pulses even when the ground state atom is not present, and propose several methods to observe the resulting orbital. The existence of such a ghost chemical bond in which an electron reaches out from one atom to a nonexistent second atom is a consequence of the high level degeneracy.
Many stunning experiments in recent years have demonstrated that a novel type of chemical binding occurs between a highly excited Rydberg atom and a neutral ground-state atom [1] [2] [3] . The Fermi pseudopotential reveals that this weak bonding derives from the lowenergy scattering of the Rydberg electron off the neutral atom, and furthermore describes this interaction with a delta function proportional to the s-wave electron-atom scattering length a s [4, 5] . Rydberg molecules have been observed in Cs, Rb, and Sr, all of which have a s < 0 [1, 6, 7] . The most interesting Rydberg molecules are the highly polar varieties, dubbed "trilobites" and "butterflies" for the unusual appearance of their electronic densities [8, 9] . In these molecules degenerate non-penetrating high angular momentum l states hybridize to maximize either the electron's probability (trilobite) or probability gradient (butterfly) near the ground state atom [2, 3, 10] .
The electronic wave function of one of these molecules having a bond length R b is
where N is a normalization constant, l 0 restricts the summation to degenerate states (l 0 ≈ 3 in alkali atoms) and φ nl ( r) = The degeneracy needed to form these exotic states is exact for all l in nonrelativistic hydrogen. Since the hydrogen-electron scattering lengths are both positive, the repulsive trilobite potential curves cannot support vibrational bound states. Nevertheless, theoretical evidence suggests that the Rydberg electron-atom interaction still evinces resonant behavior related to the stationary points of the potential curves [11, 12] . These are located at R b satisfying u n0 (R b ) = 0 [13] . The index b thus labels a series of trilobite states with specific bond lengths and nodal structure; furthermore, at these R b the wave function is dominated by just a few eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger equation in elliptical coordinates [14] . Like trilobite molecules, butterfly molecules are bound by electron-atom scattering, although they additionally depend on a p-wave shape resonance in the electron-atom scattering and the form of the p-wave pseudopotential involves gradient operators acting on the wave function [3, 8, 9] .
This letter shows that it is possible to create these chemical bonding orbitals with the ground state atom absent, and for this reason we refer to the electronic wave function (equation 1) as a ghost chemical bond. By employing a carefully engineered sequence of alternating magnetic and electric fields, we evolve the wave function from an isotropic ns state into precisely the same orbital that would form a chemical bond if a ground state atom were located at R b . The time evolution is described via unitary operators in degenerate first-order perturbation theory. A gradient ascent algorithm derived from optimal control theory optimizes the field sequence to ensure excellent overlap with the target state. Two detection mechanisms are proposed to image and study this chemical bond, either in the "ghost" or in the true trilobite molecule. Atomic units are used throughout. Fig. 1 depicts the experimental implementation of this concept. First, a hydrogen atom is excited to an ns Rydberg state. Next, a magnetic field ramps on to a final amplitude B. Immediately after the ramp, a sequence of N electric field pulses of amplitude F are applied. After the N th pulse the magnetic field ramps off. For the n = 70 Rydberg state considered here, the ramp times are typically tens of µs, while the electric field durations and separations are several nanoseconds each, lasting in total
The proposed scheme, illustrated using the n = 70, b = 1 trilobite as an example. The electronic probability is displayed in each panel usng three isosurfaces, defined where |Ψ(x, y, z)| 2 is C% of Max |Ψ trilobite (R b=1 ; x, y, z)| 2 . They are cut away to reveal the inner structure. The Rydberg ion, not to scale, is the green sphere and the green line, parallel to the z axis, provides a scale and is 1.1×10 4 a0 long. The color scheme for panels a-e is: bright blue when C = 1.54, red when C = 0.154, and translucent pink when C = 1.54 × 10 −2 . For panel f: bright blue for C = 15.4, darker blue when C = 1.54, and transparent blue when C = 0.308. a) First, an ns Rydberg state is created. b) Next, the magnetic field ramps on, creating a quadratic Zeeman state. c,d) After the magnetic field reaches its maximum value, many short electric field pulses are applied in addition to the magnetic field, creating complicated superpositions of the degenerate states. At different points in the sequence the wave function is strongly mixed. e) At the end of the sequence of electric field pulses, a proto-trilobite is created. The magnetic field ramps off and this state evolves into the trilobite state, f), which is detected.
several tens of µs as well. This whole process thus occurs within the natural radiative and blackbody lifetime of the Rydberg state. The trilobite state is particularly longlived since it is an admixture of predominantly high−l states and its decay rate is therefore mostly affected by blackbody radiation. We set a conservative lower lifetime bound at 200µs. This time increases with decreasing ambient temperature, extending to several milliseconds at 10K [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . As lower l states bleed away, the dominant components of the trilobite state persist, leading to the remarkable scenario where the Rydberg electron remains localized in a small point several hundreds of nanometers away from the proton for many dozens of microseconds. Interesting effects arise if a small electric field is pulsed on in this final state. The ghost chemical bond will revive every τ = 2π 3F n , which is about 37 ns for a 0.1V/cm electric field. Furthermore, the decay mode of the ghost molecule will change as the trilobite state is a linear combination of non-degenerate Stark eigenstates. It will decay as one quantum state, as expected from Fermi's golden rule, following a rate dominated by its high−l components. Details describing the physical considerations guiding this scheme design and some of the relevant parameters are found in the supplementary material [20] . Fig. 2 displays several ghost chemical bonds which can be created by this scheme. Perhaps the most distinctive characteristic of trilobite bonds is their nodal structure: as b increments by one, a new lobe in the direction perpendicular to the intermolecular axis appears (Fig.2a shows a b = 3 trilobite). Moreover, they are remarkably localized, maximally so in the b = 1 trilobite shown in Fig. 1f , where 20% of the electron density occupies a region around the ghost atom smaller than 0.1% of the total classically allowed volume. The butterfly molecule chemical bond (Fig. 2b) has a bond length an order of magnitude smaller than the trilobite, and the wave function, fanning out into a winglike structure, fills much more of the classically allowed volume. Rydberg molecules need not be exclusively diatomic: polyatomic Rydberg trilobite or butterfly molecules with more than one ground state atom lying within the Rydberg wave function have been studied theoretically [32, 33] but are challenging to observe in an experiment due to the low probability of finding the right configuration of three atoms. This restriction is of course lifted for bonds to nonexistent ghost atoms (Fig. 2c) The coefficients c b nl,x for these other Rydberg chemical bonds are provided in the supplementary material [20] . The Stark state (Fig. 2d ) and the Zeeman state (Fig. 1b) highlight the fact that even highly localized electron wave functions in static fields are entirely different from Rydberg molecule wave functions. The preparation of these exotic chemical bonds hinges on the fact that Rydberg electrons are strongly affected by external fields. These can manipulate the wave function into classical wave packets [34] , circular states [35] , or exotic giant-dipole configurations [36] . The enormous extent of Rydberg wave functions creates large transition dipole matrix elements, facilitating easy control even with weak field strengths. The Stark and quadratic Zeeman matrix elements scale as F n 2 and B 2 n 4 , respectively, where F and B are electric and magnetic field amplitudes [18] .
The goal of our control scheme is to engineer a final state c f which matches the target state, c T . Their similarity is characterized by the fidelity Φ = | c T | c f | 2 . After choosing the field amplitudes and initial ramp times the final state is determined by the 2N time periods: ∆t f i , when both fields are on, and ∆t b i , when only the magnetic field is on. A gradient ascent algorithm finds optimal ∆t b,f i parameters giving local maxima in Φ remarkably efficiently. Numerical experiments reveal several generic features of this approach. First, every optimal pulse sequence is primarily determined by the distribution of initial values, typically drawn from a uniform distribution of experimentally realistic values. This implies that there are effectively infinitely many good pulse configurations. One of these is shown in Fig. 3b , and a full data table of this sequence along with others which create the other chemical bonds in Fig. 2 is given in the supplementary material [20] . The non-uniqueness of the solutions implies that Φ is not convex, so there is no guarantee that a gradient ascent algorithm will discover global maxima. Surprisingly, our simulations found that, provided enough pulses (typically N ≈ 2n) of adequate duration (∼ 10s of ns) are used, almost all sequences gave Φ > 0.999. Finally, methods that attempt to increase the fidelity monotonically with each pulse appear impossible. Fig. 3 c shows log 10 Φ: at no time prior to the final step of evolution does the fidelity increase above 0.01, nor is it monotonically increasing. These findings are corroborated by optimal control theory [37] . Quite general quantum proofs exist demonstrating that the topology of quantum control landscapes are very favorable to simple extrema search algorithms [38, 39] . Only globally maximal seams exist in a sufficiently large parameter space; local maxima do not exist [40] [41] [42] . It is justifiable to restrict the initial guess to realistic experimental values for the field strengths and durations, rather than directly implementing these constraints into the search algorithm. This works excellently given the incredible flexibility of possible solutions [38, 43] . The lack of local maxima guarantees that optimal solutions are found rapidly without needing more complicated genetic algorithms or stochastic optimizers [40] .
The complex quantum pathways the wave function evolves along necessitate very stringent control over the field amplitudes and pulse timing. The experiment must be very well shielded from stray fields so that the control field amplitudes can be specified to better than 10 µV/cm and 1 mG. Rydberg atoms themselves can be used as highly sensitive field sensors [44, 45] . The pulse timing should be controlled to femtosecond precision. These error bounds correspond to a 10% reduction in the fidelity from the theoretical prediction. This sensitivity appears to be intrinsic to high Rydberg states, rather than caused by a poorly informed optimal control theory approach. These high sensitivities may require more precise theoretical methods to compute the time evolution as effects beyond first-order perturbation theory are near to this level of accuracy; the proof of principle demonstrated here is still applicable in more sophisticated approaches.
Two experimental methods could directly detect the ghost orbital: electron momentum (e, 2e) spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction [20] . In (e, 2e) spectroscopy an energetic electron scatters from and ejects the Rydberg electron; both are detected in coincidence [46] [47] [48] . If the electron-electron collision is fully elastic-requiring large momenta, energies exceeding the ionization potential, and large momentum transfer between the electrons-the triply differential cross section is proportional to the electron's momentum density [47, 48] . Typically only spherically averaged cross sections can be measured in isotropic samples, but since these trilobite-like orbitals are aligned in the direction of the control fields the fully differential cross section can be measured.
A complementary technique is x-ray diffraction [49] . The differential scattering cross section for this process is proportional to the Fourier transform of the electron density itself, creating another window into the electronic structure of these ghost orbitals. Figs. 4 and 5 show these two different quantities-the momentum density and the Fourier-transformed position density, respectivelyfor several example ghost orbitals. As expected from Fourier analysis, the momentum-space wave functions in Fig. 4 mirror the symmetries and nodal structure present in the real-space wave functions. Three ridges mirror the nodes in the b = 3 trilobite, and the even-parity trimer possesses additional nodes overlapping these ridges showing the absence of odd-parity components. The symmetries in θ k and k relate to the symmetry of the real-space wave function. The Fourier-transformed electron density has many of these same features, although it is no longer symmetric about k = 1/n. It is also significantly smaller in magnitude and less clear to interpret, although the major nodal features corresponding to the trilobite lobes are still apparent [20] .
This letter discussed how exotic ultra-long-range ghost chemical bonds consisting of just one atom could be formed and detected in the laboratory. The electron can be either forced to localize very tightly on one or more positions in space, as in the "trilobite", or to spread out into an exotic fan-like structure, as in the "butterfly". The control scheme, consisting of a slowly varying magnetic field along with a sequence of rapidly pulsed electric fields, emulates the Fermi pseudopotential responsible for the formation of Rydberg molecules by neutral . n = 30 was chosen to connect back to the very first trilobite molecule prediction [5] .
perturbers. The specifics of the field timings are designed efficiently using a gradient ascent algorithm, and excellent fidelity ( 99.9%) can be reached with typical laboratory fields and time scales. The stringent control constraints on the field amplitudes and pulse timings, requiring excellent shielding towards stray fields and knowledge of field strengths to high accuracy, are certainly major experimental hurdles reflecting the exaggerated energy scales and complexity of this system, a novel regime for optimal control theory. One can envision even more exotic ghost states for future study, such as extended configurations like the trimer molecules shown here with several more "ghost" atoms spaced along a line, or even noncylindrical polyatomic orbitals (requiring m l = 0 contributions also). The theory could be likewise extended to atoms with quantum defects or performed more accurately to include nonperturbative field effects. The proposed detection methods are equally applicable to real Rydberg molecules [50, 51] .
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
This supplementary material provides more information about the evolution of the wave function, the detection schemes, and the relevant physical parameters for a realistic implementation. It also provides the actual pulse durations, ∆t 
TIME EVOLUTION
We describe the time evolution caused by these time-dependent field pulses using degenerate first-order perturbation theory. The electronic wave function is expanded into the degenerate stationary Rydberg states of a given n with timedependent coefficients: Ψ( r, t) = l c l (t)φ nl ( r)
where () are binomial coefficients. A derivation of the radial matrix element can found in [21] . During each ∆t the Hamiltonian is time-independent, so the evolution of the initial state is computed by iteratively acting on it with the unitary time evolution operator for each pulse until the final time is reached:
is the field ramp operator. Unlike many problems where major effort is needed to numerically calculate the gradient [22] , in the present case the gradient is given analytically (without loss of generality here is the partial derivative with respect to ∆t f j ):
After finding this gradient, the full set of parameters {∆t O i } is shifted in the direction of the steepest change in the fidelity, ∆t
, where ε is a variable stepsize and O represents either f or b.
PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE CONTROL SCHEME

Relativistic effects
The fine structure breaks the exact degeneracy of nl states with low l. The 70p 1/2,3/2 (70d 3/2,5/2 ) levels are split by ≈ 0.25(0.085) MHz. Precession between different m l states caused by the np splitting over the time scale of the experiment introduces undesirable decoherence. To avoid this problem a magnetic field of 100G is applied to access the Paschen-Back regime and eliminate this precession by energetically separating m l = 0 levels.
Magnetic fields
These relatively large magnetic fields are also necessary since the quadratic Zeeman term is very small compared to the linear Stark shift. It is challenging experimentally to change fields of this strength quickly due to the self-inductance of the electronics. We have adopted the slew rate 10G/5µs of state of the art magnetic field coils developed to quench ultracold atomic species [23] . Pulse sequence and field strength parameters There is considerable flexibility in the initially guessed pulse distribution. The simplest theoretical choice is simply to draw the initial distribution randomly from a region of experimentally realistic values. The range of these values should be limited to reduce the overall time. The optimized field pulses then closely mirror this initial distribution due to the incredible multiplicity of optimal configurations and their sensitivity. Sequences leading to very good fidelity can also be found with an initial configuration of equal-duration pulses, although with somewhat more difficulty since the parameter space is less robust. Setting N = 130 essentially guaranteed Φ > 0.999 regardless of the initial distribution, while for N = 120 high fidelities Φ ≈ 0.99 were always achieved but Φ > 0.999 was not. For N even as low as 70 Φ ≈ 0.9 reliably. Likewise the field amplitudes can be adjusted to better conform to a specific experiment. The magnetic field amplitude should be fairly large, as described above, while the electric field amplitude should not be large enough that different Rydberg levels together can mix together. For n = 70 this restricts it to not far exceed the 0.1V/cm employed here. Rydberg levels High principal quantum numbers are needed to ensure that the above constraints are sufficient, but also increase the theoretical complication and experimental limits on sensitivity. The benefits are contingent on various Rydberg scaling laws: the fine structure splitting decreases as O(n −3 ), magnetic field effects increase as O(n 4 ), and the natural and blackbody radiative decay rates decrease as O(n −3 )−O(n −5 ) (depending on l) and O(n −2 ), respectively. The number of pulses and electric field influence increase as O(n) and O(n 2 ), respectively, and the electron's momentum decreases as O(n −1 ); the sensitivity to error and difficulty of detection are thus increased at high n. Additionally, first-order perturbation theory starts to become less accurate at higher n due to the decreasing (as O(n −3 )) separation between Rydberg manifolds. n = 70 functions in our exemplary calculations as a convenient middle ground, but the wide range of theoretical and experimental constraints mean that this choice is quite flexible depending on the circumstances.
Calculation details
The specific field configurations for the orbitals in Fig. 1 in the main text are presented in table 1. We chose n = 70, B max = 100G, F max = 0.1V/cm, and N = 130. ∆t b i and ∆t f i were chosen randomly from the ranges {200, 400} and {20, 60}ns, respectively. The ability to of the gradient ascent algorithm within this scheme to find optimal solutions is surprisingly robust to variations of all these parameters. Scaling laws can also be used to vary the parameters. The system is invariant under the transformations F → F, B → B F/F , ∆t
Orbital details
The (unnormalized) final state coefficients are given by: [13, 24, 33] .
evaluated at the bond positions R b which are determined for each state by finding the minima of l |c
The momentum-space wave function for a trilobite-like orbital characterized by coefficients c
where C j i is the Gegenbauer polynomial of degree i and order j; these "radial" momentum space wave functions were calculated shortly after the first solution of the quantum mechanical hydrogen atom [25] . They possess a symmetry under the change of variables nk = a x , where a is some constant. For simplicity, if a is e,
From inspection this function possesses a mirror symmetry (odd or even depending on the parity of n) about x = 0 when multiplied by e 2x . This is the reason for the symmetry about k = 1/n of the function |k 2 Ψ(k)| 2 .
FURTHER DETAILS ABOUT DETECTION METHODS AND MOMENTUM-SPACE DENSITIES
There are two additional detection techniques, involving field ionization, that could be employed instead of the two discussed in the main text. In Stark photoionization spectroscopy, the electron is photoionized and detected on a distant screen. This maps the real-space electron wave function into Stark states, but unfortunately the theoretical description and extraction of the wave function's properties is too imposing for this to be a robust and clear method in the present context [26] [27] [28] . A related, but more straightforward, technique is ionization by half-cycle pulses [29, 30] . A half-cycle pulse along the z axis imparts a momentum kick to the Rydberg electron, and if the electron's increased energy is sufficient to overcome the ionization potential it will be detected. A measurement of the electron current is therefore proportional to
where k is the momentum of the electron. A very similar observable is obtained in Compton scattering [31] . k z is determined by the momentum kick, so by varying this the probability density that the electron had momentum k z and any value of k x and k y can be obtained. Although the simplicity of this approach is attractive, much of the detailed structure of the wave function is averaged over and obscured.
The advantage of both techniques we focused on in the main text is that they, in principle, can lead to direct measurements of the electron's spatial properties, specifically either its momentum density or the Fourier transform of its real-space density. Here we provide additional details of these two techniques. In (e, 2e) spectroscopy, an electron with momentum k 0 collides with the Rydberg electron, which has momentum k. Both elastically scatter into plane waves with momenta k a and k b , and are detected in coincidence. The triply-differential cross section for this process is [46] [47] [48] 
where Ω i is the solid angle in which electron i is detected, and E b is the energy of electron b. There are many commonly used experimental geometries which determine the specific form of the kinematic factor | k 0 − k a | −4 and the relationship between k, k a , and k b . Depending on the implementation, the angle of incident electrons or their initial energy can be tuned to vary k. We have focussed on the key features of the momentum density, since this gives the properties of the Rydberg electron that we want to study, and the kinematic properties can then be optimized by the preferred choice of geometry.
The differential scattering probability for x-ray diffraction is given by [49] 
where dσ th dΩ is the Thomson cross section. The Fourier transform of the electronic density is more involved than the calculation of the momentum wave functions. We proceed in the usual fashion, expanding the plane wave into spherical harmonics:
Here c l , c k are the coefficients determining the orbital state. This radial integral can be evaluated in terms of hypergeometric functions following Eq. 40 of Ref. [50] .
DATA TABLES
130-pulse sequences to make 99.9% molecular bonds such as those shown in the first two figures in the main text. TABLE I. Pulse parameters. Top row: the type of bond (trilobite, k = 1, k = 3; triatomic trilobite with k = 1; butterfly). Total time, including field ramps, in ns. The left column of each is the duration of the electric field pulse, while the right column is the interval in between electric field pulses. 130 pulses are used each time. Times are always in ns.
